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AFIT/ICW/ENG/12-05 

Abstract 

 

Cyberspace is pervasive in military operations across all domains and is vital to how 

the United States conducts those operations.  The Air Force recognized the importance of 

cyberspace to the successful completion of its missions and designated it a domain equal 

with Air and Space.  Additionally, the Air Force understood that each Airman’s actions 

and activities on the network affected every other Airman and impacted the ability to 

execute the broader Air Force mission.  Therefore, they introduced the “Cyber Wingman 

Philosophy” to guide Airmen’s daily cyberspace conduct.  In addition, they instituted 

cyberspace training at Basic Military Training and Officer Accession programs. 

This paper examines the effectiveness of cyberspace training established for all 

Active Duty Air Force officer and enlisted members.  Specifically, it summarizes current 

training, reviews the mechanisms established to evaluate the effectiveness of that 

training, and determines if current training programs are meeting the desired Air Force 

training goals.  The research uses a twofold approach.  First, it applies inductive research 

to analyze the existing training and evaluation mechanisms.  Second, it includes a survey 

mechanism to evaluate the attitudes of individuals who have received the “Cyberspace 

and the Air Force” training. 

The research concludes that the next step in Air Force cyberspace training is to 

determine the effectiveness of the training.  Analysis revealed the need to establish 

clearly defined objectives for Air Force Foundational Cyberspace Training; complete pre 
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and post training attitude assessment surveys; and inclusion of curriculum developers in 

the feedback process.  It is not sufficient to implement training and declare victory.  

Cyberspace is critical to successful operations and the Air Force must ensure the quality 

of the training mirrors the importance of the mission. 
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EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AIR FORCE 

FOUNDATIONAL CYBERSPACE TRAINING 

 

I. Introduction  

1.1  Cyber Added to Air Force Mission Statement 

On December 7, 2005, Secretary of the Air Force, Michael Wynne, and Air Force 

Chief of Staff, General T. Michael Moseley, issued a Letter to Airmen in which they 

added cyberspace to the Air Force Mission statement (Appendix 1).  The Air Force’s new 

mission statement read “The mission of the United States Air Force is to deliver 

sovereign options for the defense of the United States of America and its global interests 

– to fly and fight in Air, Space and Cyberspace.”  Additionally, they recognized 

cyberspace as a domain equal with Land, Sea, Air, and Space when they stated “Our 

adversaries will contest us across all of the domains: Land, Sea, Air, Space, and 

Cyberspace” [1].  These were significant steps because the Air Force was acknowledging 

the vital importance of cyberspace operations in the conduct of modern warfare. 

In May 2007, Secretary Wynne issued another Letter to Airmen in which he stated 

“our adversaries are attempting to access American servers that contain sensitive data.”  

He went on to state “In response to these threats, Airmen are actively ‘flying and 

fighting’ in cyberspace.  Our cyber Airmen’s work is a prerequisite to all military 

operations: ensuring freedom of action across the electromagnetic spectrum, which in 

turn contributes to freedom from attack and freedom to attack in all other domains: land, 

sea, air and space” [2].  As the advantages gained through cyberspace were increasing, so 

were the threats from adversaries. 
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1.2  Rise of the Cyber Wingman 

While not every Airman in the Air Force flies a plane, every Airman in the Air Force 

is involved in cyberspace activities.  Sensing the growing threat and vulnerabilities 

associated with operating in cyberspace, the Air Force decided that it was essential to 

provide some level of cyberspace training to all Airmen, not just those assigned to 

cyberspace related specialty codes.  In 2009, Air Force Chief of Staff, General Norton 

Schwartz, outlined the overarching philosophy that incorporates the principles that every 

Airman should know and use to secure cyberspace (Appendix 2).  An Air Force press 

release announcing the Cyber Wingman philosophy stated “The most common way of 

getting information is phishing.  This attack targets the weakest link in network security: 

the user.”  The article went on to state “phishing happens at work or home” [3]. 

In addition to recognizing the threats to Air Force networks, the article stated that the 

defense of the network was the responsibility of everyone on the network.  The 

Commander of Air Force Space Command, General C. Robert Kehler, said “Applying 

our Wingman culture in the cyberspace domain gives us a powerful advantage – every 

Airman is a defender in cyberspace.”  Air Force Chief of Staff, General Norton Schwartz, 

echoed this ideology when he said “We must all conduct ourselves as ‘Cyber Wingmen’, 

recognizing that our actions and activities on the network affect every other Airman and 

impact our ability to execute the broader Air Force mission” [3].       

1.3  Need for Training 

With the recognition of the importance of cyberspace and the Rise of the Cyber 

Wingman Philosophy, came the need to develop training for every Airman.  The press 
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release outlining the Cyber Wingman Philosophy stated “The activation of 24th Air Force 

August 18th helps define Air Force requirements and establishes training standards for 

cyber warriors.  The next step is to educate every Airman about the Cyber Wingman 

campaign” [3].  Thus, the Air Force instituted many training initiatives to educate its 

members and impart the Cyber Wingman philosophy.  This paper is dedicated to 

evaluating the effectiveness of this Air Force Foundational Cyberspace Training. 

1.4  Paper Objectives and Scope 

The objective of this paper is to examine the effectiveness of cyberspace training 

established for all Air Force officer and enlisted members.  Specifically, it summarizes 

current training, reviews the mechanisms established to evaluate the effectiveness of that 

training, and determines if current training programs are meeting the desired Air Force 

training goals. 

This research is limited to Air Force active duty officer and enlisted personnel.  For 

the purposes of this research, the term cyberspace training includes both cyberspace 

training and information assurance training.  It covers training that members receive 

during their initial entry into the Air Force (i.e., Basic Military Training, Officer Training 

School, Reserve Officer Training Corp, and the United States Air Force Academy) and 

annual reoccurring training for members on active duty (i.e., Advanced Distributed 

Learning System Information Assurance Awareness and Information Protection courses).  

1.5 Organization 

Chapter 2 presents background information necessary to establish the framework for 

the research conducted, including key definitions, current training, evaluation 
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mechanisms, and establishing a baseline.  Chapter 3 discusses the research approach, 

methodology used during the development of the survey mechanism, and the survey 

results.  Using the research results, Chapter 4 provides analysis and recommendations.  

This includes the need to determine training objectives, establish a baseline, involve 

curriculum developers in the process, provide feedback, and cautions against the illusion 

of progress.  Finally, Chapter 5 concludes by discussing the potential impacts of the 

research for the Air Force, limitations of the research, and potential areas for future study.    
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II. Background 

2.1  What is Air Force Foundational Cyber Space Training? 

Before examining what cyberspace training currently exists in the Air Force, it is 

necessary to define what constitutes cyberspace training.  This research is limited to 

training that is formally recognized and mandated by the Air Force.  More specifically, it 

focuses on those programs that are intended for all members of the Air Force.  Training 

for cyberspace-specific specialty codes and unit level training is not examined in this 

research.  Air Force Policy Directive 36-26 defines training as a “Set of events or 

activities presented in a structured or planned manner through one or more media for the 

attainment and retention of skills, knowledge, and attitudes required to meet job 

performance requirements” [4].  For this research, Air Force Foundational Cyber Space 

training includes formally recognized and mandated Air Force cyberspace related training 

intended for all Active Duty Air Force members.   

2.2  Current USAF Cyberspace Training 

2.2.1  Enlisted Training 

A review of cyberspace training received by all enlisted members reveals two formal 

training programs.  First, there is the “Cyberspace and the Air Force” training at Basic 

Military Training (BMT), which was the impetus for conducting this research.  

Additionally, enlisted members receive annual training via the Advanced Distributed 

Learning System (ADLS). 

In February 2010, the Commander of Air Force Space Command, General C. Robert 

Kehler, requested that cyberspace training be added to Air Force BMT.  The Commander 
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of Air Education and Training Command, General Stephen R. Lorenz, concurred with the 

recommendation and a formal task was generated by Headquarters Air Education and 

Training Command [5].  The Air Force’s Cyberspace Technical Center of Excellence 

(AF CyTCoE) was tasked to develop the curriculum.  This was fitting since the AF 

CyTCoE was charted to be “a unifying and synergistic body for promoting cyberspace 

education, training, research, and technology development” [6].  The AF CyTCoE 

developed material for inclusion in the Airman’s study guide, which included a review 

exercise to assist Airmen as they prepare for the end-of-course exam.  They also 

developed a four hour block of classroom training to be administered by a Military 

Training Instructor (MTI).  This included a flash media presentation and a Plan of 

Instruction to guide instructors during the presentation of the material.  Finally, they 

developed questions for inclusion in the end-of-course written test that is administered 

during the seventh week of training and is designed to measure the trainees’ 

comprehension of the academic material presented during BMT [5].  The first BMT 

trainees to receive the training graduated in October 2010. 

Once members complete BMT they are required to accomplish annual ancillary 

training.  Ancillary training is defined as universal training, guidance or instruction, 

regardless of Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), that contributes to mission 

accomplishment [7].  All Air Force military and civilian employees, to include non-

appropriated fund and contractor personnel are required to complete Information 

Protection and Information Assurance Awareness modules of training.  This training is 

described as “general awareness-level training.”  Information Protection training is 

designed “to ensure security and protection of DoD information” and Information 
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Assurance Awareness “ensures personnel are aware of latest threats to computer security 

issues and how to protect against them” [7].  Airmen receive this training by completing 

two modules of training via Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) methods.  For the Air 

Force, the ADLS delivers ADL content and tracks student progress [7].     

2.2.2  Officer Training 

Officers receive their commission via three distinct sources: United States Air Force 

Academy (USAFA), Officer Training School (OTS), and Reserve Officer Training Corps 

(ROTC).  Each of the commissioning sources implements a different form of cyberspace 

training.  This section offers a brief overview of the training presented by each 

commissioning source.  Additionally, officers complete the annual Information 

Assurance Awareness and Information Protection training via the ADLS. 

The Air Force Academy cadet wing consists of approximately 4,604 cadets and 

USAFA produces roughly one quarter of all new Air Force officers each year [8].  Half 

of those officers attend pilot training while the others enter a wide variety of Air Force 

specialties.  The USAFA cyber training program was developed in coordination with Air 

University, the Air Force Institute of Technology and Air Force Cyber Command 

(provisional) [9].  The Academy offers a two-pronged approach: provide a multi-

disciplinary foundation for every graduate and develop a smaller number of highly 

skilled, very technical, cyber warriors.  This research focuses on the first prong of their 

training.  According to USAFA officials, “Regardless of their assigned career field, all 

graduates of the Air Force Academy must possess the specific knowledge, skills, and 

abilities in the cyberspace domain to effectively serve as Air Force officers in an 

information-dominated 21st century” [9].  USAFA training focuses on providing cadets 
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with the technical foundation to operate in cyberspace and augments the training with 

ethical, legal studies, behavioral science, and military strategic studies.  USAFA “aims to 

produce officers that can not only effectively operate and fight in cyberspace, but officers 

that do so in a legal and ethical manner with full understanding of the complexities of the 

human and military strategy as applied to the domain of cyberspace” [9].  USAFA 

cyberspace training is also included in the core curriculum.  The core curriculum is the 

mandatory set of courses all cadets must complete regardless of their academic major.  

Additionally, cyberspace training is included in various military training events such as 

the Basic Cadet Training.  Finally, USAFA offers upperclass cadets the opportunity to 

spend one of their summer sessions in Cyber 256, Basic Cyber Operations.  The course is 

intended to spark cadets’ interest in pursuing more in-depth work in computer science.  

According to a USAFA news release “everything about the Basic Cyber course 

emphasizes practical application” [10]. 

The second source of commissioning is the ROTC.  This includes four regional 

headquarters, 144 detachments and more than 1,200 cross-town universities [11].  In 

2011, ROTC commissioned more than 1,796 second lieutenants who entered active duty 

[8].   ROTC cadets receive two hours of instruction via lecture and guided discussion on 

cyberspace.  This training occurs during their fourth year (senior) of training and it is 

designed to prepare them for life in the Air Force.  The lesson plan lists the cognitive 

lesson objectives as “Know basic facts and significant vulnerabilities associated with 

cyberspace operations and the Air Force role in the cyberspace domain.”  It identifies 

cognitive samples of behavior as: 

 Define cyberspace and cyber superiority 
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 Identify specific threats and vulnerabilities associated with cyberspace 

operations 

 Define the unique relationship of the cyberspace domain to other air and space 

domains according to the Airman’s perspective of cyberspace 

 State the roles and responsibilities of all Cyber Wingmen. 

In addition, the lesson plan states the affective lesson objective is to “Value the need 

for every Airman to defend the Cyberspace domain against threats.”  The sample of 

behavior prescribed for the objective is to “Respond during guided discussion to the 

importance of the cyberspace domain” [12].  According to the lesson plan, students are 

objectively tested on the cognitive samples.  This is accomplished via an end-of-course 

test.  The affective objective and samples of behavior are included to provide indications 

that the students not only understand, but also value the information presented 

surrounding the objective.  This objective is assessed by student responses that 

demonstrate the affective samples of behavior, typically in response to how and why 

questions.  Instructors are directed that “Responses that communicate feelings in line 

with the objective are the first level of determining whether you are reaching the affective 

learning objective with your students” [12].  Like the BMT lesson, this training covers 

the tenants of the Cyber Wingman Philosophy. 

Furthermore, there is some cyberspace training that is ROTC detachment specific.  

For instance, AFROTC Detachment 003 at the University of Houston hosted a guest 

speaker, Commander 318th Information Operations Group, to discuss research 

opportunities related to cyber warfare and cyber security [13] whereas, the Louisiana 

Tech ROTC program contains a “Cyberspace and the Air Force Mission” lesson.  This 

specific lesson contains three portions.  The first portion is designed to give students an 
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overview of what cyberspace is and its importance to society and the Air Force mission.  

The second portion highlights the nature of the threats in cyberspace and the third portion 

discusses Air Force operations in cyberspace [14]. 

Perhaps the most prominent cyberspace training programs referenced on the various 

ROTC Detachment websites is the Advanced Cyberspace Education (ACE).  ACE is a 

summer program for junior and senior ROTC cadets studying computer science, 

computer engineering and electrical engineering.  ACE is the nation’s only cyber security 

program for ROTC cadets that combines cyber warfare education, hands-on training, and 

research internships with Air Force scientists and engineers [6].  However, this program 

is only attended by a fraction of ROTC cadets.   

OTS Commissioned Officer Training and Basic Officer training produced 1,863 

officers in 2011 [8].  OTS graduates enter all Air Force Total Force components to 

include active duty, Air Force Reserve, and Air National Guard.  The number of officers 

trained each year fluctuates in response to variations between projected and actual 

USAFA and AFROTC officer accessions [15].  The Basic Officer Training syllabus for 

academic year 2010-2011 included a lesson titled “Cyberspace.”  This is the same lesson 

plan that is presented to ROTC cadets.  Additionally, there is a lesson titled “Information 

Assurance, Computer Security, and Information Operations.”  The objective for this 

lesson is “Know the fundamental characteristics of Information Assurance, Computer 

Security, and Information Operations.”  The lesson description specifies “The objective 

of the lesson is for the trainees to know the fundamentals of information awareness and 

computer security and respond to the importance of protecting information systems.  It 

challenges the trainee to take an active role maintaining computer system security” [16].                    
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2.3 Mechanisms for Evaluating USAF Cyberspace Training 

The aforementioned cyberspace training can be summarized according to three 

categories: enlisted training, officer training, and annual training.  This section examines 

how each of the three training programs currently assesses the effectiveness of their 

cyberspace training.   

In today’s fiscally constrained environment it is imperative that every training dollar 

and man-hour spent achieves the maximum effectiveness.  According to Air Force 

Handbook 36-2235 Volume 1, “Education and training are essential for the effective 

operation of the Air Force, but can be expensive and can account for a large portion of 

the Air Force’s annual budget.”  The manual goes on to state “There is a tendency to 

assume that instruction is the solution for every operation problem.  This assumption 

results in wasted dollars” [17].  Evaluation allows organization to determine their return 

on investment for training programs.      

2.3.1  Instructional System Development 

Since 1965, the Air Force has used the Instructional System Development (ISD) 

process to guide the development of training.  ISD is a “systematic, flexible, proven 

process for determining whether instruction is necessary in a given situation, for defining 

what instruction is needed, and for ensuring development of effective, cost-efficient 

instruction” [17].  Figure 1 depicts the phases of the ISD process: analysis, design, 

development, implementation and evaluation.  All phases of the model depend on each of 

the other phases with evaluation shown as the central feedback network for the total 

system [18].  
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Figure 1  ISD Model 

   Air Force Handbook 36-2235 Volume 13 provides specific information and 

guidance for applying the ISD process to BMT for enlisted personnel.  Figure 2 outlines 

the five steps of the ISD evaluation phase: determine the type of evaluation, collect 

evaluation data, analyze evaluation results, report evaluations results, and repeat the 

cycle. 
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Figure 2  ISD Evaluation Steps 

According to the ISD methodology, once a training program or revisions to a training 

program are made and the program is implemented and starts producing graduates, it is 

time to conduct operational evaluations.  Operational evaluation is a continuous process 

that assesses how well course graduates are meeting established job performance 

requirements [18].  These evaluations may be internal or external evaluations.  Some 

methods for conducting internal evaluations include instructor comments, trainee 

critiques, and test results.  External evaluations are typically accomplished through 

survey questionnaires and inspection or evaluation reports.  The focus of external 

evaluations is to determine if graduates are meeting established job performance 

requirements.  For “Cyberspace and the Air Force” training, the data collection method is 
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via a written test.  For BMT, “when students successfully achieve the minimum overall 

passing score on a written test, it implies they have achieved individual objectives and it 

provides an acceptable degree of confidence that they have attained the required 

knowledge” [19].   

2.3.2  Advanced Distributed Learning  

The Department of Defense launched the ADL initiative in November 1997.  The 

intent of ADL is to accelerate large-scale development of dynamic and cost-effective 

learning environments [20].  As previously mentioned, all Air Force members receive 

annual Information Protection and Information Assurance Awareness training via ADLS. 

Evaluation of ADLS training uses similar methodology to BMT training.  According 

to the ADLS website, the Air Force uses Analysis, Design, Development, 

Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) process for the development of ADLS 

curriculum.  ADDIE is a colloquial term used to describe a systematic approach to 

instructional development, virtually synonymous with instructional systems development 

[21].  Figure 3 depicts the steps of the ADDIE process. Note that similar to ISD,  

evaluation is at the center of the process. 

For ADLS training, evaluation is primarily conducted by test evaluations conducted 

during the training or an end-of-course test.  These tests are administered electronically as 

part of the training and normally consist of multiple choice or True/False question types.  

The Information Assurance Awareness training goes further than generalized knowledge-

level training and requires trainees to demonstrate concepts associated with the required 

training.  For example, trainees must successfully change a simulated password in order 

to demonstrate an understanding of establishing strong passwords. 
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Figure 3  ADDIE Model 

2.4  Establish a Baseline 

2.4.1  What is the Required Knowledge Level 

The Kirkpatrick model has served as the primary organizing design for training 

evaluations in for-profit organizations for over thirty years [22].  The success and wide 

spread implementation of the Kirkpatrick model make it an ideal methodology for 

evaluating the status of Air Force cyberspace training.  Kirkpatrick outlines four levels: 

reaction, learning, behavior, and results [23].  Figure 4 shows the four levels of the 

Kirkpatrick model along with a brief description of each level.  
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 [23] 

Figure 4  Kirkpatrick Four Levels 

2.4.2  Average Level of Knowledge Prior to Training 

According to Jim and Wendy Kirkpatrick, much of their training and consulting 

involves helping to negotiate expectations.  In a White Paper reviewing the Kirkpatrick 

model after 50 years of implementation, they stated what normally happens when 

executives ask for new training is learning professionals jump to the task and commence 

to design and develop suitable programs.  While a cursory need assessment may be 
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conducted, it is rarely taken to the point that training expectations are completely clear 

[23]. 

The previous sections outline the importance of cyberspace operations to the Air 

Force and demonstrate that individual actions on the network can have far reaching 

implications.  Indeed, all users have an obligation to conduct cyberspace operations in a 

safe and secure manner.  While the requirement is understood, what is not clear is the 

skill set and knowledge level of Air Force personnel.  A need for training indicates that 

members are not displaying the desired behavior or level of knowledge.  All Airmen 

enlisting in the Air Force take the Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Battery  

(ASVAB), which covers four areas: arithmetic reasoning, word knowledge, paragraph 

comprehension, and mathematics knowledge [24].  Anyone wishing to be an officer in 

the Air Force must first pass the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT).  This test is 

similar to the Scholastic Aptitude Test and covers topics ranging from verbal and math 

skills to pilot and navigation aptitude for those interested in those career fields [24].  The 

test consists of 12 subtests that are used to derive a composite score in five areas: Pilot, 

Navigator-Technical, Academic Aptitude, Verbal, and Quantitative [25].  Neither the 

ASVAB nor AFOQT contain mechanisms for evaluating an individual’s cyberspace 

knowledge level. 

According to the Air Force Personnel Center, 44% of enlisted Airmen and 13% of 

officers are below the age of 26 [26].  This statistic does not include cadets at USAFA but 

USAFA entrance criteria mandates that applicants must not have passed their 23rd 

birthday by July 1 of the year entering [27].  There is evidence to suggest that this 

demographic, those between the ages of 18-26, have extensive experience using digital or 
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cyberspace devices.  According to the Pew Internet & American Life Project, 95% of the 

Millennials (18-34 years old as defined by the Project) own a cell phone and 70% own a 

laptop computer.  When comparing cell phone, desktop and laptop computers, mp3 

players, game consoles, e-book readers and tablet usage the project reported that “in 

terms of generations, Millennials are by far the most likely group to own most of the 

devices we asked about, but also to take advantage of a wider range of functions” [28].  

This fact must be taken into consideration when developing cyberspace training for 

members of the Air Force.  While there is ample evidence to support the assertion that 

individuals entering the Air Force are already using cyberspace technologies prior to 

entry, there is not the same type of research to indicate their understanding of how the Air 

Force uses cyberspace, potential threats to Air Force cyberspace operations, or how their 

actions could introduce network vulnerabilities.  Being technologically savvy does not 

equate to understanding and implementing cyber security principles.                 

2.4.3  Average Level of Knowledge Post Training 

The Kirkpatrick model levels are an excellent starting point for assessing the 

effectiveness of training.  First, the Air Force should be able to determine to what degree 

participants react favorably to the learning event.  The current mechanism for assessing 

an individual's reactions is through end of course surveys.  Second, trainers assess “to 

what degree participants acquire the intended knowledge, skills, and attitudes based on 

their participation in the learning event” [23].  This is currently accomplished via formal 

testing mechanisms such as the end-of-course test completed by Airmen during BMT.  

Level 3 indicates “to what degree participants apply what they learned during training 

when they are back on the job” [23].  Supervisors of new officers and enlisted members 
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receive surveys asking them to rate the performance of the new member; however, the 

surveys are often AFSC specific.  Unless the Airman is serving in a cyber related career 

field, there are no data points to indicate their cyberspace behavior.  For the annual 

ADLS training, there is no mechanism to evaluate how the individuals are applying the 

training.  Fourth, trainers need to determine “to what degree targeted outcomes occur, as 

a result of the learning event(s) and subsequent reinforcement.”  The lack of targeted 

outcomes makes it difficult to determine the degree to which the training is achieving 

those outcomes.   

2.5 Background Summary  

In summary, overall trainees receive initial training which consists of four hours of 

training for enlisted personnel, two hours for OTS and ROTC cadets and an 

unquantifiable number of hours for USAFA cadets.  Additionally, all active duty 

members, both officer and enlisted, are required to complete 1.5 hours of training via 

ADLS annually.  The methodology for developing, and assessing this training is ISD.  

Finally, it established the need for a pre and post baseline from which to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the training.  The next chapter examines the approach to the research and 

presents the results of the research methodology.  
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III. Evaluation of Cyberspace Training 

 

3.1 Approach 

This research uses a twofold approach.  First, it applies inductive research to analyze 

the existing training and evaluation mechanisms.  Second, it includes a survey 

mechanism to model the attitudes of individuals who have received the “Cyberspace and 

the Air Force” training. 

As the developers of the “Cyberspace and the Air Force” curriculum, the AF CyTCoE 

requested an assessment of their curriculum.  Specifically, they were interested in 

trainee’s reaction (Level 1) and to what degree targeted outcomes occur (Level 2).  The 

initial plan was to develop a survey that could be used to evaluate these two areas and 

administer it to trainees at BMT.  The survey would be administered to several flights of 

Airman pre-training and then administered again post-training.  The results would guide 

curriculum developers as they prepared for the Triennial Review.  According to Air Force 

Instruction 36-2201, Technical and Basic Military Training Evaluation, BMT will 

present evaluation data at the BMT Triennial Review [29].  The BMT Triennial Review 

is conducted not less than once every three years to review AF requirements for BMT 

graduate performance, military training, military studies, field training, curriculum course 

training standards, and other items of special interest identified by the Steering committee 

or other qualified sources [30]. 

The initial AF CyTCoE request to Air Education and Training Command A3TB 

resulted in direction to follow the Air Force Manpower process for requesting permission 

to conduct a survey.  An alternative option was presented which included contacting the 
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Air Force Institute of Technology Air Force Learning Center (AFLC) representative for 

possible inclusion in the March 2012 AFLC.  However, given the limited amount of time 

before the AFLC it was not likely to be included [31]. 

Once it was apparent that administering a survey to BMT trainees was not feasible in 

the time constraints of this research, a survey was developed to administer to First Term 

Airman stationed at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.  The First Term Airman 

Center is designed to assist new Airman at their first duty location as they transition from 

the training environment into the Air Force.  While not ideal, administering a survey to 

this group afforded several opportunities.  First, the demographic is very similar to the 

demographic attending BMT in that most of the participants fall in the 18-26 age range.  

Second, it offered a diversity of AFSCs.  Finally, the procedures for obtaining permission 

to conduct the survey allowed completion of the survey within the time parameters of this 

research project.       

3.2 Likert Survey 

A Likert survey is an established procedure for determining the attitudes and degree 

of the attitude of individuals in a particular area [32].  A Likert survey was chosen 

because understanding an individual’s feeling towards a subject is critical to developing 

training that will transfer into the desired post training actions.  Additionally, a Likert-

Type Scale is listed as a viable option for conducting a pre-post evaluation in Air Force 

Manual 36-2236, Guidebook for Air Force Instructor.  As such, Air Force personnel are 

familiar with this approach.  This survey was not intended to measure the trainees 
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reaction to the specific “Cyberspace and the Air Force” training but to measure the 

overall perceptions or beliefs of the sample group. 

The questions for the survey were based on the Cyber Wingman Philosophy since 

that was a common element to the BMT, OTS, ROTC, and USAFA training programs.  

This philosophy is the overarching cyber guidance provided by the Air Force on 

responsibilities and roles of all Air Force personnel.  A five point scoring scale was 

chosen because it offers enough choices to measure the direction of the belief as well as 

indicate the strength of an opinion without too many options such that the surveyed 

individual cannot differentiate between the choices.  A demographics section was 

included to verify the diversity of the population.  It was important to understand the age 

range of the population and ensure there were a variety of different AFSCs.  Finally, 

trainees were afforded the opportunity to provide open ended feedback at the end of the 

survey. 

The survey questions (Appendix C) were designed to evaluate the individual’s beliefs 

in relation to fundamental Cyber Wingman Philosophy concepts (Appendix B).  The 

survey is divided into 13 categories that cover all ten Cyber Wingman objectives 

(Appendix D).  The subcategories are color coded to assist the reader in distinguishing 

between the different subcategories.  Note that the colors should not be interpreted to 

infer any level of importance or other meaning. 

1. The first subcategory identifies beliefs about how the Air Force uses 

cyberspace systems.  Understanding how the Air Force uses cyberspace is 

essential to understanding why individuals need to secure and protect it. 

2. The second subcategory identifies key cyberspace terms.  Cyberspace 

training often includes terms such as threats and vulnerabilities.  

Understanding this terminology establishes the foundation for the desired 
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action.  How do you ask someone to modify their behavior in order to reduce 

vulnerability if they do understand what constitutes vulnerability or if they 

perceive that no vulnerabilities exist? 

3. The third subcategory was derived to measure a fundamental element of the 

Cyber Wingman Philosophy.  Individuals are asked to secure cyberspace, but 

what are their beliefs concerning what constitutes a cyberspace system?  Is 

cyberspace only a desktop computer at work? 

4. Subcategory 4 was designed to gauge an individual’s perception about what 

is a threat to a cyberspace system. 

5. Subcategory 5 was written to directly measure perceptions compared to 

Cyber Wingman Principle 2: “Our adversaries plan malicious code, worms, 

botnets and hooks in common Web sites, software and in hardware such as 

thumbdrives, printers, etc.” 

6. Subcategory 6 was designed to determine individual beliefs concerning the 

consequences of a breach.  Why would someone work diligently to practice 

good cyber principles if they do not believe there are consequences for failing 

to do so?   

7. While the Clausewitz’s quote “know your enemy, know yourself” may be 

overused, the principle holds true.  One must recognize an adversary’s 

motivations to defend against them.  Subcategory 7 was designed to 

determine how individuals perceive the adversaries motives. 

8. Many Air Force members often take their work home with them.  As such, 

subcategory 8 was developed to test individual’s beliefs concerning how to 

properly transfer information from a government system to their personal 

systems.  It also seeks to measure their beliefs concerning how actions on 

personal systems can impact Air Force systems. 

9. The Cyber Wingman Philosophy, as well as Air Force Information Assurance 

Awareness training, emphasizes the need for individuals to protect their 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII).  How does a generation who grew 

up posting information on Facebook, Twitter, and other social media perceive 

what constitutes personal information?  Subcategory 9 was developed to test 

beliefs concerning what constitutes an individuals’ PII. 

10. Subcategory 10 directly correlates to Cyber Wingman Principle 7:  “Do not 

open attachments or click on links unless the email is digitally signed, or you 
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can directly verify the source, even if it appears to be from someone you 

know.” 

11. Cyber Wingman Principle 8 is an action item versus a knowledge level item.  

It seeks for individuals to behave in a certain manner.  Subcategory 11 was 

intended to capture beliefs concerning downloading or using applications and 

software.  Most individuals are more likely to modify their behavior if they 

believe the new behavior is organizationally acceptable behavior. 

12. Subcategory 12 relates to an understanding of what constitutes classified or 

sensitive information, a critical element to behaving in accordance with 

Cyber Wingman Principle 9. 

13. Finally, Subcategory 13 directly correlates to Cyber Wingman Principle 10:  

“Install the free Department of Defense anti-virus software on your home 

computer.  Your CSA can provide you with your free copy or click here to 

see download sites.”  Individuals will most likely fail to perform the desired 

action, install anti-virus software on their home computer, if they do not 

believe this is a permitted action. 

The following guidance was provided to the Airmen prior to administering the 

survey: “In February 2010, Air Education and Training Command tasked the Air Force 

Technical Center of Excellence to develop cyberspace curriculum for inclusion in BMT.  

The curriculum was delivered in August 2010 and the first Airmen received the training 

graduated in October 2010.  Since the training is now a year old, the Center would like to 

conduct a review to determine if the current course material is meeting Air Force needs.  

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the ‘Cyberspace and the Air Force’ curriculum 

currently being provided during Air Force BMT.  Additionally, the survey will be used 

by an Air Force Institute of Technology Graduate Student to complete their Graduate 

Research Project.  This survey is completely voluntary and you may elect not to 

participate at any time.  There will be no adverse actions taken against you for choosing 

not to participate in this survey.  For each statement on the survey, please fill in the circle 
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for the number that indicates the extent to which you believe the statement is true.  There 

is a short demographic section following the questions.  These items will be used for 

statistical purposes only and will not be used to identify individual responses.     Thank 

you very much for your time and participation.”  The survey was submitted through the 

Air Force Institute of Technology Institutional Review Board process and approved for 

exemption from the human experimentation requirements. 

3.3  Survey Demographics 

This section presents the results of the Likert survey demographics information 

(Appendix C, Section 2).  The survey was administered on two separate occasions to 

Airmen at the Wright Patterson Air Force Base First Term Airman Center.  A total of 33 

individuals participated in the survey.  The group consisted of 24 males and 9 females.   

Only two of the 33 individuals indicated they were 27+ years old and all fall within the 

previously defined definition of Millennial.  This sampling included 15 different AFSCs 

which are summarized in Table 1 below.  It should be noted that five of the individuals 

are from cyber related career fields.  This is significant since one individual commented 

“much of what I learned pertaining to this subject matter I remember being taught in 

technical school.  As far as to remember learning this same information in BMT I cannot 

fully recall.”    
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Table 1  AFSCs Surveyed 

AFSC Title Total
9S100 Scientific Applications Specialist 7
3P0X1 Security Forces 6
4NOX1 Aerospace Medical Service 5
3D0X1 * Knowledge Operations Management 2
3D1X2 * Cyber Transport Systems 2
4C0X1 Mental Health Service 2
1C1X1 Air Traffic Control 1
1N1X1 Geospatial Intelligence 1
1N2X1 Signals Intelligence Analyst 1
3D0X4 * Computer Systems Programming 1
3N0X1 Public Affairs 1
3N1X1 Regional Band 1
3S0X1 Personnel 1

4E0X1 Public Health 1
4R0X1 Diagnostic Imaging 1

33  
* Indicates cyber related career field 

The demographics requested ASVAB scores; however, there were an insufficient number 

of responses to this question to draw meaningful conclusions.  All of the responses 

received were from Active Duty enlisted Air Force members.  Finally, individuals were 

asked to rate their level of computer experience prior to joining the Air Force.  The 

samples provided were not formal criteria used by the Air Force, but rather an attempt to 

capture the individual’s comfort level using various cyberspace technologies.  Four 

individuals rated themselves as “experienced”, 25 chose “some experience” and four 

selected “beginner experience.”  Individuals were given the opportunity to provide open- 

ended feedback at the conclusion of the survey.  Only two respondents elected to provide 

comments.  The first was the aforementioned statement “much of what I learned 

pertaining to this subject matter I remember being taught in technical school.  As far as to 

remember learning this same information in BMT I cannot fully recall.”  The second 
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comment was “Some of the training was a little to repetitive and could be spent learning 

other cyberspace security methods or become more hands on.” 

3.4 Results of the Likert Survey 

What became known as the Likert method of attitude measurement was formulated 

by Rensis Likert, and first appeared in an abridged version in a 1932 article in the 

Archives of Psychology.  At the time, many psychologists felt their work should be 

confined to the study of observable behavior [32].  Since its inception, there has been 

considerable debate concerning how to interpret the data collected from a Likert survey.  

In statistical terms, these objections amount to arguing that the level of measurement of 

the Likert scale is “ordinal” rather than “interval.”  This means one may make 

assumptions about the order but not the spacing of the response options [32].  The 

responses to this survey are presented in two different formats.  First, Appendix E 

presents the summation value and the mean value response for each question.  The results 

are presented in this manner because it is the most common approach for presenting the 

results of Likert Surveys and most people are comfortable with summation and mean 

statistics.  However, given the controversy associated with using the mean approach with 

ordinal numbers and claiming the sample population has a 3.13 mean belief that the Air 

Force uses cyberspace for conducting fire protection is not completely institutive, the 

results are also presented in a second format that shows the number of individual 

responses to each question (Appendix F). 

The following is a synopsis of key points of the survey results: 

 Subcategory 1 shows that Airmen understand that the Air Force uses 

cyberspace for many different types of operations.  There was a strong belief 
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that that Air Force uses cyberspace for intelligence, surveillance and 

reconnaissance operations; as well as remotely piloted aircraft operations.  

They were also aware of areas where cyberspace was not heavily integrated 

and do not conclude cyberspace is heavily entwined in all operations. 

 Subcategory 2 indicated that Airmen are not certain about the definition of 

key cyberspace terms.  While there was a strong belief concerning the 

definition of cyberspace vulnerability, they were more neutral concerning the 

definitions of a cyberspace risk and social engineering.  Often times trainers 

and briefers use these terms believing the audience understands the nuances of 

the various definitions.  Establishing a common vernacular is essential to 

communicating policy and expected behavior. 

 Subcategory 3 demonstrates that Airmen understand that cyberspace security 

principles apply across a variety of systems, to include government and 

personal systems. 

 Subcategory 4 indicates that the Airmen surveyed understood that threats to 

Air Force cyberspace systems stem from a variety of actors; such as, insider 

threats, criminal organizations, and individual hackers.  It is worthwhile to 

note that the National Security Agency and Federal Bureau of Investigation 

were scored near neutral as a threat to Air Force cyberspace systems.  This 

would be a definite area for more in-depth attitude analysis. 

 Subcategory 5 showed that the Airmen believed “Planting malicious code, 

worms, or botnets in common websites, software, or hardware is one method 

for exploiting USAF networks.” 

 Subcategory 6 indicates that Airmen comprehend the potential consequences 

of a breech to cyberspace security.  They believe that intrusions can result in 

more than the loss of data. 

 Subcategory 7 suggests that Airmen understand there a variety of motivations 

of attacking Air Force cyberspace systems.  They do not perceive the 

motivation as being limited to state actors and traditional espionage. 

 Subcategory 8 points out that Airmen understand that information they post 

on social media is valuable to adversaries.  However, responses to questions 

concerning the transfer of information from a government system to a 

personal system suggest they do not believe there is a proper method for 

transferring information.  Ensuring individuals understand the correct protocol 

enables them to conduct their work in a safer manner. 
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 Subcategory 9 points towards a lack of understanding when it comes to PII.  

In order to protect PII, individuals must recognize the information as worthy 

of protection.  This is a prime area for further investigation and increased 

emphasis in training. 

 Subcategory 10 denotes that Airmen realize the risks associated with opening 

attachments or clicking on links from individuals they do not know.  The next 

series of questions would be to determine if this belief influences their actions 

and how they determine the identity of someone online. 

 Subcategory 11 points toward an uncertainty concerning the use of social 

media and games on Air Force systems.  While policy and guidance on the 

use of social media on Air Force networks exists, the survey indicates Airmen 

may not fully understand the directives. 

 Subcategory 12 signifies that Airmen understand that classified information 

posted via a public forum (e.g., Wikileaks) remains classified.  The next series 

of questions related to this area would explore how Airmen respond to a 

situation where they find classified information posted on a public website.  

As demonstrated by Wikileaks, there is a need for military members to 

understand the rules pertaining classified information and public websites. 

 Subcategory 13 indicated that members do not believe they are permitted to 

install free Department of Defense anit-virus software on their home 

computers.  Since this is one of the “do” items from the Cyber Wingman 

Philosophy, it is worthwhile to examine the belief.  Airmen will not perform 

the desired action if they do not perceive it is permissible.         

3.5 Evaluation of Cyberspace Training Summary 

This chapter outlined the rationale for choosing a Likert Survey as the methodology 

for this research.  Since the survey could not be administered at BMT due to timing and 

approval constraints, it was provided to First Term Airmen at Wright Patterson Air Force 

Base, Ohio.  Next, the development of survey questions, establishment of survey 

subcategories, and demographics portion of the survey were discussed.  The results of the 

demographic information were discussed in order to establish a baseline for presentation 

of the survey results.  Finally, the section concluded by presenting the results of the 
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survey in three formats: summation, average, and response per question.  It also provided 

a brief synopsis of the finding for each subcategory.  The next chapter focuses on the 

analysis and recommendations of this research.    
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IV. Analysis and Recommendations 

4.1 Determine the Objective of the Training 

  An analysis of the inductive research and the Likert survey reveal a need to 

determine the overall objective of cyberspace training.  Is the goal of Air Force 

cyberspace training to influence attitudes, elicit specific behaviors or increase user 

awareness through the delivery of information?  According to the Guidebook for Air 

Force Instructor “Too often, instruction is limited to the delivery of information, either 

through reading assignments, lectures, films, or type-0 and type-1 computer-based 

training.  Academic instruction should allow adult learners to practice what has been 

taught, receive feedback on their performance, and incorporate improvements.”  The 

Guidebook goes on to state “In the approach presented in this manual, the only 

acceptable evidence that successful teaching has taken place comes from indications of 

change in student behavior” [33].  While each cyberspace training program lists the 

objectives for the training, there is a need for an overarching Air Force cyberspace 

training objective to guide the curriculum developers.   

The “Rise of the Cyber Wingman” Philosophy (Appendix B) includes four items 

where Airmen are expected to behave in a certain manner: (i) Do not open attachments or 

click on links unless the email is digitally signed, or you can directly verify the source; 

(ii) Do not connect any hardware or download any software, applications, music or 

information onto Air Force networks without approval; (iii) Encrypt sensitive but 

unclassified and/or mission critical information, and (iv) Install the free Department of 

Defense anti-virus software on your home computer [3].  Clearly, the Air Force intends 

for Cyber Wingman to go beyond a mere understanding of cyberspace threats and 
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vulnerabilities and to behave in a manner that helps protect and defend Air Force 

networks and information.  However, the stated objective in the “Cyberspace and the Air 

Force” Plan of Instruction is “Identify basic facts about operating within the Cyberspace 

Domain” [34].  Finally, the listed objectives for the annual ADLS training “Information 

Protection provides general awareness level training for Information Security, Privacy 

Act, Freedom of Information, NATO Security subjects and basic Operational OPSEC 

principles.”  The stated objective of Information Assurance Awareness training is “DoD 

Information Assurance Awareness training will address the following main objectives 

(but not limited to): the importance of IA to the organization and to the authorized user; 

relevant laws, policies, and procedures; examples of external threats; examples of internal 

threats; how to prevent self-inflicted damage to system information security through 

disciplined application of IA procedures; prohibited or unauthorized activity on DoD 

systems; categories of information classification and differences between handling 

information on the NIPRNet or SIPRNet; requirements and procedures for transferring 

data to/from a non-DoD network” [35].  From these three examples, it is apparent that 

there is not a clearly defined or well understood objective.   

In addition to establishing the objective, the Air Force should outline what types of 

materials should be included in cyberspace training.  Does cyberspace training include 

information assurance, or should information assurance constitute separate training?  

BMT training includes Information Assurance training in the “Cyberspace and the Air 

Force” lesson.  Officer Training School and ROTC separate this into two separate blocks 

of instruction.  Finally, ADLS is focused more on information protection and information 

assurance and does not detail Air Force uses of cyberspace.  Part of establishing the 
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objective of cyberspace training is to determine where information assurance fits in the 

context of the cyberspace structure. 

Once the requirements are established, a core module of cyberspace training should 

be taught at BMT, USAFA, ROTC, and OTS.  The AF CyTCoE is a rational place to 

develop a core module that is presented at each of these institutions.  This core module 

should include all aspects the Air Force deems necessary for responsible behavior on an 

Air Force network.  Building upon the Cyber Wingman Philosophy, which is included in 

all the initial training programs, is a logical place to start.  If the training program desires 

to implement additional training beyond this, they may.  For instance, USAFA and 

ROTC detachments may choose to incorporate more training since they have years versus 

weeks.  Although some may counter that this already exists in the “Information 

Assurance Awareness” training that everyone must complete prior to accessing a 

Department of Defense network, if “Information Assurance Awareness” is fulfilling this 

requirement then why are the dollars and man-hours spent on additional cyberspace 

training?  Once again, there is strong rationale for establishing the objective of 

cyberspace training.   

4.2 Establish the Baseline 

 Once the training objective is established, there is a need to establish a pre and post 

training attitude assessment.  This principle is already recognized by the Air Force and 

outlined in the Guidebook for Air Force Instructors.  The Guidebook provides several 

options for conducting the assessment: using published attitude scales, using a 

commercially published attitude scale, or developing an organic attitude assessment scale 
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[33].  According to the guidebook, the most widely used strategy in affective 

measurement is the pre-test/post-test design.  In this design, students’ attitudes are 

measured at one point in time to determine their attitudes before instruction.  Students are 

then exposed to some learning experience and after the activity, attitudes are again 

measured and the results compared to those obtained in the pre-test [33].   

There are many different ways to accomplish the assessment.  The first course of 

action is to administer the survey to all individuals as part of their initial military in-

processing.  For enlisted members, this could be accomplished at the Military Entrance 

Processing Station and add no additional burden to BMT instructors.  Members could 

then receive the post-survey as part of the end of course survey.  If it is deemed this is too 

grand of a scale and the Air Force does not have the resources to track 40,000+ surveys, 

leverage the personnel developing the curriculum, AF CyTCoE, could administer the 

survey quarterly to trainees at BMT.  The same type survey could be administered to 

individuals throughout their career to evaluate the effectiveness of annual ADLS training.  

A quick survey prior to beginning the training and another before the member receives 

their training certificate of completion.  

An attitude assessment offers many advantages.  First, it allows curriculum 

developers to focus their lesson plans so they can identify attitudes they wish to influence 

and avoid time on attitudes that already conform to the desired objective.  For instance, 

the results of the Likert Survey in this research indicates that Airman understand the 

consequences of breaches to Air Force systems.  However, their attitudes concerning 

what constitutes PII may be an area for additional emphasis. Second, it provides the Air 

Force with a more useful mechanism for assessing the return on investment for 
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cyberspace training.  All active duty members are required to complete 30 minutes of 

Information Protection training and 60 minutes of Information Assurance Awareness 

training annually.  If you multiply 328,871 active duty members [26] times 90 minutes of 

training, that is over 493,306 hours of cyberspace training completed annually.  For this 

level of investment, there should be a measureable return.  Finally, understanding 

Airmen’s attitudes allows the Air Force to develop and articulate specific policy and 

guidance.  For example, the Likert Survey administered as part of this research revealed 

that the surveyed Airmen were unclear on the appropriate use of social media on Air 

Force networks.  Leadership can use this as a data point to determine if the existing 

policy needs to be refined or articulated in a more effective manner. 

4.3 Involve Curriculum Developers in the Process 

Perhaps the most predominate requirement identified in this research is the need to 

incorporate personnel involved in curriculum development in the review and update 

process.  There is currently no feedback being provided to the developers of the 

“Cyberspace and the Air Force” curriculum.  Additionally, no evidence was discovered to 

indicate feedback is being provided to the original customer, Air Force Space Command.  

Members of the AF CyTCoE delivered the lesson plan to the 737th Training Group in 

August 2010 and the first individuals received the training in October 2010 [5].  Since 

that time there has been no formal feedback provided to the AF CyTCoE staff, to include 

comments from trainees, statistics related to how trainees were performing on the end of 

course written exam, identification of high missed questions, or trainees’ failures to meet 

objectives.  Additionally, AF CyTCoE has never observed the instructors delivering the 
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lesson plan to validate if it was delivered as they intended during the development.  This 

observation could be conducted with minimal interruption to trainees and instructors by 

either streaming a video of instructors during lesson presentation or by having the 

presenters record one of the lessons and mail it to AF CyTCoE.  Although the AF 

CyTCoE has requested feedback many times, they have been unable to obtain the 

requested information.  Likewise, all requests for visitations to observe the training have 

been denied.  The researcher submitted a request to AETC/A3TB for any received 

feedback from trainees concerning their reaction to this block of training.  After 

researching the feedback, AETC/A3TB indicated most comments from trainees were 

related to MTIs and daily life during BMT and there were no specific comments related 

to this block of training. 

The 737 TRS maintains metrics on end of course tests and has the capability of 

identifying high missed questions but this does not necessarily translate to improvements 

in the overall lesson plan.  The 737 TRS is responsible for presenting the lesson to the 

trainees and they deliver what is provided to them in the lesson plan.  To have truly 

effective training, there needs to be a symbiotic relationship between those developing 

the lesson and those teaching the lesson.  As the developers of the curriculum, the AF 

CyTCoE must be involved in the process to provide enhanced lesson plans.      

The Triennial Review process is the venue for adding or removing training from the 

overall BMT curriculum [19].  Since the “Cyberspace and the Air Force” training is 

already established, it now falls into the maintenance category.  Unless there is a 20% 

change in the course context, there is no need for the training to be evaluated during the 

Triennial Review process.  This excludes minor typographical or grammatical 
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corrections, and minor plan of instruction, lesson plan, study guide/workbook, or 

measurement device technical additions or deletions [19].  Therefore, if the lesson 

developers are included in the process they have the ability to update the quality of the 

training as long as they are not altering the course content or length by more than 20%.  

They could change the vignettes, address new or emerging threats, and address areas 

identified in the attitude assessment if provided proper feedback.  Similar processes and 

standards apply to USAFA, OTS, ROTC, and ADLS training.  The current system is 

sufficient for providing updates to the training if the developers are included in the 

process.        

4.4 The Need for Feedback 

The need for feedback extends beyond the course developers.  According to the 

Guidebook for Air Force Instructor “For efficient instruction, students need feedback that 

reinforces instruction,” additionally it states “Too often, instruction is limited to the 

delivery of information, either through reading assignments, lectures, films, or type 0 and 

type 1 computer-based training.”  Academic instruction should allow adult learners to 

practice what has been taught, receive feedback on their performance, and incorporate 

improvements.  For effective cyberspace training, there must be feedback to the user.  

Trainees would greatly benefit from interactive training.  In this regard, training similar 

to that provided in the ADLS “Information Assurance Awareness” training would be 

effective.  Instead of merely presenting individuals with a list of PII, show them a sample 

Social Media page and have them identify the PII listed on the page. 
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This feedback must extend beyond the training classroom and into everyday 

experience and exercises.  Many Air Force members can relate to this scenario: You have 

a base exercise and during the exercise you are told 20 personnel clicked on an 

unauthorized exercise phishing link.  However, no feedback is provided to the 20 people 

to explain their error to them.  Consider the same exercise with an individual that 

ventures outdoors during a Tornado Warning.  The individual is immediately stopped by 

an evaluator and told they must remain indoors during Tornado Warnings.  In this case, 

they are provided the immediate feedback that is necessary to reinforce their academic 

training.  They are provided the opportunity to practice what has been taught, receive 

feedback on their performance, and incorporate improvements.  This same principle 

needs to be applied to cyberspace training.  This relates to the original finding of the need 

to establish the objective of cyberspace training.  When the exercise phishing message is 

sent out, design it so the individual is presented a dialog box indicating the error when 

they click on the link.  Like the Tornado scenario, the individual receives immediate 

feedback to reinforce the training and results can be recorded without identifying specific 

personnel during the exercise out brief.  Figure 5 presents one possible example of a 

dialog box that users could receive. 

 

Figure 5 Sample Exercise Message 
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Is it enough that the user is aware that phishing attacks exist or is the requirement for the 

user to apply that knowledge into every day operations?  If it is the former, then the 

current mechanisms for providing feedback on cyberspace training are adequate.  If the 

objective is application of the knowledge, the feedback mechanisms are woefully 

inadequate.       

4.5 The Illusion of Progress Can Be Dangerous  

According to Jim and Wendy Kirkpatrick, trainers must be cautious to avoid 

checkmark training.  They use this term to refer to measuring the value of training based 

on consumptive metrics, including the number of courses available and the number of 

hours of training completed [36].  There is a great danger in developing training and 

declaring victory without properly evaluating the effectiveness of the training.  The 

illusion of well trained cyber users can lead to a failure to provide adequate security, 

policy, protection, and defense mechanisms.  Understanding user attitudes and 

capabilities allows those charged with developing and defending Air Force networks and 

those charged with providing cyberspace mission assurance to better perform their 

mission. 

The following scenario illustrates this point.  A couple with two young children wants 

to purchase a new sofa.  Since their children are young, they assess the risk of having 

spills and stains as high.  Consequently, they elect to purchase additional stain protectant 

and have their sofa treated before it is delivered to their house.  As the children grow, 

they learn to be cautious with their drinks and the number of spills decreases.  When the 

couple returns to purchase a sofa some years later, they assess the risk of spills and stains 
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as much lower.  After all, the children have learned how to take precautions to prevent 

accidents from happening.  The couple realizes that accidents may still occur but the 

likelihood is greatly decreased.  Therefore, the couple chooses not to purchase additional 

stain protectant for their sofa.  They are able to apply the money for stain protectant to a 

different purchase.  The same principle applies to Air Force cyberspace training.  If the 

Air Force assesses the likelihood of cyberspace breaches caused by user actions as high, 

then it is worthwhile to invest in additional protection measures.  However; if the 

assessment concludes that the likelihood of cyberspace breaches caused by user actions 

as low, the additional funds and security measures can be applied to other areas.  The 

strategy is driven by the objectives and effectiveness of cyberspace training.                  

4.6 Analysis and Recommendations Summary 

This section highlighted the overwhelming need to establish clearly defined 

objectives for Air Force Foundational Cyberspace Training.  The absence of clearly 

stated objectives directly influences many of the recommendations.  Additionally, the 

analysis showed that completion of an attitude assessment would benefit curriculum 

developers, provide a useful mechanism for assessing the return on investment for 

cyberspace training, and allow the Air Force to develop and articulate specific cyberspace 

usage policy and guidance.  Moreover, the analysis and recommendations identified the 

need for inclusion of curriculum developers in the process and the importance of 

providing feedback to both curriculum developers and cyberspace users.  The chapter 

concluded with a caution about gauging the effectiveness of training based on number of 
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courses or hours spent on training.  The next chapter discusses the impacts of this 

research, limitations of this work, and offers areas for further studies. 
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V. Conclusions 

 

5.1 Impact on the Air Force 

This research offers three significant impacts for the Air Force.  First and foremost, it 

offers the potential for savings in man-hours and dollars spent on training.  Implementing 

the recommendation to standardize training into a core module that is presented to both 

enlisted and officer trainees as they enter the Air Force reduces redundancy and 

duplication of effort in developing curriculum for separate institutions: BMT, USAFA, 

ROTC, and OTS.   

Second, using the results of the Likert survey to assess Airmen’s attitudes can assist 

curriculum developers in writing training plans that are more applicable to user’s needs.  

The survey can be used to identify areas were trainee’s perceptions are already congruent 

with Air Force principles and those areas that need additional focus.  This allows the 

authors to focus the training where it is needed.  This study provides an initial assessment 

but more exhaustive research is needed. 

Third, it identifies a critical lack of feedback to both the curriculum developers and 

the users.  Identifying this lack of feedback provides an opportunity for the Air Force to 

correct the situation without a significant investment of resources.  There is very little 

cost associated with developing a more cohesive relationship between those developing 

the training and the cadre who delivers the training. Additionally, any unit conducting an 

exercise that involves cyberspace users can have evaluators to provide direct feedback to 

the individuals with very few additional man-hours.    
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5.2 Limitations of this Work 

This research is limited to training that is formally recognized and mandated by the 

Air Force.  The research focused only on those programs that are intended for all 

members of the Air Force.  Training for cyberspace specific specialty codes, unit level, 

and training provided during Professional Military Education was not included in this 

research.  This survey was limited to Active Duty members of the Air Force.  Members 

of the Air National Guard, Air Force Reserves, and Air Force civilians were not 

addressed.   

There were limitations associated with the development and administration of the 

Likert Survey.  First, the Likert survey needs to be administered to a pre-training and 

post-training group.  While the survey is useful for addressing Airmen’s current attitudes, 

it is not sufficient for determining the effectiveness of the training.  Second, the post-

training needs to be accomplished soon after the training.  As mentioned by one member 

during the survey, it is difficult to determine what learning occurred as a result of the 

BMT training when the member has experienced additional training events after that 

training.  Finally, the sample size for the survey must be much larger.  Given that 30,000 

- 40,000 members at BMT, 4,000+ cadets at USAFA, 2,400+ OTS cadets, and 1,800+ 

ROTC cadets receive introductory cyberspace training the sample size for the Likert 

survey is insufficient for drawing wide-ranging conclusions. 

5.3 Areas for Future Study 

This research highlighted many areas for future study.  One area for future research is 

identifying the entering attitudes and knowledge level of members joining the Air Force.  
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While there are studies concerning Millinniels use of cyberspace, most of the research is 

focused on hours used, types of devices used, and how they are used.  None of these are 

applicable to determining attitudes related to Air Force operating principles.    A second 

area for research is to conduct a pre and post training analysis.  There is a need to 

determine the return on investment for training.  A third potential area would be to 

conduct a comparison of Air Force users to the average civilian user.  For example, how 

does the cyber security awareness of the average Air Force user compare to the standard 

American citizen?  A fourth area for research is to determine what information or topics 

should be included in the “Cyberspace and the Air Force” core module.  Finally, there is 

a need to define what is meant by cyberspace training.  Is it Information Assurance, 

Mission Assurance, a combination of the two, or something entirely different?   

5.4 Closing Thoughts 

The Air Force has been at the forefront of cyberspace operations.  The addition of 

cyberspace to the Air Force mission statement was the first of many steps to recognize 

the critical importance cyberspace plays in military operations and national defense.  All 

users with access to Air Force networks have a responsibility to behave responsibly and 

to protect and defend those systems.  Recognizing this fact, the Air Force instituted 

cyberspace training to help prepare all members to be responsible cyber users.  The next 

step in the Air Force’s cyberspace development is to determine the effectiveness of the 

training.  It is not sufficient to simply implement training.  The training must be 

continuously evaluated and feedback provided to the curriculum developers in order to 

develop outstanding training and achieve the desired cultural changes.   Cyberspace is 
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critical to successful operations and the Air Force must ensure the quality of the training 

must mirrors the importance of the mission.    
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Appendix A - Letter to Airmen 2005 

 [1]  
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Appendix B - Rise of the Cyber Wingman 

 

[3] 

The "Rise of the Cyber Wingman" philosophy incorporates the following 10 
guiding principles every Airman needs to know and use to secure cyberspace. 

1. The United States is vulnerable to cyberspace attacks by relentless adversaries 
attempting to infiltrate our networks -- at work and at home -- millions of times a day, 
24/7. 

2. Our adversaries plant malicious code, worms, botnets and hooks in common Web 
sites, software and in hardware such as thumbdrives, printers, etc. 

3. Once implanted, this code begins to distort, destroy and manipulate information, or 
it "phones" it home. Certain code allows our adversaries to obtain higher levels of 
credentials to access highly sensitive information. 

4. The adversary attacks your computers at work and at home knowing you 
communicate with the Air Force network by e-mail or by transferring information from 
one system to another. 

5. As cyber wingmen, you have a critical role in defending your networks, your 
information, your security, your teammates and your country. 

6. You significantly decrease our adversaries' access to our networks, critical Air Force 
information, and even your personal identity, by taking simple action. 

7. Do not open attachments or click on links unless the email is digitally signed, or you 
can directly verify the source, even if it appears to be from someone you know. 

8. Do not connect any hardware or download any software, applications, music or 
information onto Air Force networks without approval. 

9. Encrypt sensitive but unclassified and/or mission critical information. Ask your 
computer security administrator, or CSA. for more information. 

10. Install the free Department of Defense anti-virus software on your home computer. 
Your CSA can provide you with your free copy or click here to see download sites. 
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Appendix C – Likert Survey
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Appendix D – Likert Subcategories 

 
Question

Number

Question Subcategory

1 USAF uses cyberspace for conducting fire protection 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace

2 USAF uses cyberspace for vehicle maintenance control 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace

3 USAF uses cyberspace for operating remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace

4 USAF uses cyberspace for sending e-mails/surfing web 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace
5 USAF uses cyberspace for conducting intelligence, surveillance and 

reconnaissance operations

1 - AF Use of Cyberspace

6 A cyberspace vulnerability is a weakness in an information system or 

system security procedures that can be exploited
2 - Key Terms

16 A cyberspace vulnerability is a function of the adverse impacts that 

would arise if the circumstance or event occurs and the likelihood of 

the occurrence

2 - Key Terms

18 Social engineering is an attempt to trick someone into revealing 

information that they would not normally reveal
2 - Key Terms

22 Cyberspace security principles apply when operating your smart 

phone

3 - Wingman Principle 1

 - ID cyberspace systems

23 Cyberspace security principles apply when operating on a USAF 

network

3 - Wingman Principle 1

 - ID cyberspace systems

24 Cyberspace security principles apply when operating on your home 

computer or private network

3 - Wingman Principle 1

 - ID cyberspace systems

7 Employees are a potential threat to USAF cyberspace operations 4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

8 Criminal organizations are a potential threat to USAF cyberspace 

operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace
9 Individuals or small groups are a potential threat to USAF cyberspace 

operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

10 The National Security Agency (NSA) is a potential threat to USAF 

cyberspace operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

11 The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is a potential threat to 

USAF cyberspace operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace
17 Planting malicious code, worms, or botnets in common websites, 

software, or hardware is one method for exploiting USAF networks

5 - Wingman Principle 2

19 Failure to secure USAF cyberspace systems could result in 

adversaries gaining information about USAF current and future 

operational plans

6 - Wingman Principle 3

- Consequences of breeches

20 Failure to secure USAF cyberspace systems could result in the loss of 

USAF technological advantages

6 - Wingman Principle 3

- Consequences of breeches
21 Failure to secure USAF cyberspace systems could result in the loss of  

command, control, and communications capabilities

6 - Wingman Principle 3

- Consequences of breeches
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Question

Number

Question Subcategory

12 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to 

gather intelligence or commit espionage

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation
13 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to  

conduct counter narcotic operations

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation

14 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to 

access intellectual property

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation

15 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to 

disrupt USAF systems or operations

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation
29 An adversary can gain valuable information from information you 

post on social media, like Facebook or Twitter

8 - Wingman Principle 4

- At Work and Home

35 You are allowed to use a thumbdrive to transfer information from a 

USAF computer to your home computer

8 - Wingman Principle 4

- At Work and Home

36 You are allowed to burn information to a CD to transfer information 

from a USAF computer to your home computer

8 - Wingman Principle 4

- At Work and Home
25 Your gender is considered Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 

and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Information

26 Your military rank is considered Personally Identifiable Information 

(PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Information

27 Your job description is considered Personally Identifiable Information 

(PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Information

28 Your cellular phone number  is considered Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Information

31 On a USAF network, it is acceptable to open an attachment from 

someone you do not know as long as you run it through a virus 

scanner prior to opening it 

10 - Wingman Principle 7

34 You should never click on a link in an e-mail unless the e-mail is 

digitally signed or you can directly verify the source

10 - Wingman Principle 7

33 It is acceptable to download games listed on a USAF network as long 

as they are on the USAF ‘Approved Gaming’ list

11 - Wingman Principle 8

37 You are allowed to use Social Media, such as Facebook or Twitter, on 

a USAF network

11 - Wingman Principle 8

30 If you see classified information on a public website, it is acceptable 

to download it because once information is posted on a public site it 

is no longer classified

12 - Wingman Principle 9

32 You can install free Department of Defense anti-virus software on 

your home computer

13 - Wingman Principle 10
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 Appendix E – Likert Summation and Average 

 
Question

Number

Question Subcategory Summation

(33 - 165)

Mean

1 USAF uses cyberspace for conducting fire protection 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace 97* 3.13

2 USAF uses cyberspace for vehicle maintenance control 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace 118 3.58

3 USAF uses cyberspace for operating remotely piloted aircraft 

(RPA)

1 - AF Use of Cyberspace 151 4.58

4 USAF uses cyberspace for sending e-mails/surfing web 1 - AF Use of Cyberspace 156 4.73
5 USAF uses cyberspace for conducting intelligence, surveillance 

and reconnaissance operations

1 - AF Use of Cyberspace 157 4.76

6 A cyberspace vulnerability is a weakness in an information 

system or system security procedures that can be exploited
2 - Key Terms 148 4.48

16 A cyberspace vulnerability is a function of the adverse impacts 

that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs and the 

likelihood of the occurrence

2 - Key Terms 131
3.97

18 Social engineering is an attempt to trick someone into revealing 

information that they would not normally reveal
2 - Key Terms 121 3.97

22 Cyberspace security principles apply when operating your smart 

phone

3 - Wingman Principle 1

 - ID cyberspace systems

138 4.18

23 Cyberspace security principles apply when operating on a USAF 

network

3 - Wingman Principle 1

 - ID cyberspace systems

156 4.73

24 Cyberspace security principles apply when operating on your 

home computer or private network

3 - Wingman Principle 1

 - ID cyberspace systems

135 4.09

7 Employees are a potential threat to USAF cyberspace operations 4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

136 4.12

8 Criminal organizations are a potential threat to USAF cyberspace 

operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

153 4.64

9 Individuals or small groups are a potential threat to USAF 

cyberspace operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

141 4.27

10 The National Security Agency (NSA) is a potential threat to 

USAF cyberspace operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

91 2.76

11 The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is a potential threat to 

USAF cyberspace operations

4 - Wingman Principle 1

- Threats to AF Cyberspace

89 2.7

17 Planting malicious code, worms, or botnets in common websites, 

software, or hardware is one method for exploiting USAF 

networks

5 - Wingman Principle 2 148 4.48

19 Failure to secure USAF cyberspace systems could result in 

adversaries gaining information about USAF current and future 

operational plans

6 - Wingman Principle 3

- Consequences of breeches

152 4.61

20 Failure to secure USAF cyberspace systems could result in the 

loss of USAF technological advantages

6 - Wingman Principle 3

- Consequences of breeches

147 4.45

21 Failure to secure USAF cyberspace systems could result in the 

loss of  command, control, and communications capabilities

6 - Wingman Principle 3

- Consequences of breeches

154 4.67

 

* Two surveys did not contain a response to this question.  As a result, the scale for this particular 

question is (31-155). 
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Question

Number

Question Subcategory Summation

(33 - 165)

Mean

12 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to 

gather intelligence or commit espionage

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation

137 4.15

13 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to  

conduct counter narcotic operations

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation

112 3.39

14 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to 

access intellectual property

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation

139 4.21

15 A potential motive for exploiting USAF cyberspace systems is to 

disrupt USAF systems or operations

7 - Wingman Principle 3

- Motives for Explotitation

142 4.3

29 An adversary can gain valuable information from information you 

post on social media, like Facebook or Twitter

8 - Wingman Principle 4

- At Work and Home

149 4.52

35 You are allowed to use a thumbdrive to transfer information from 

a USAF computer to your home computer

8 - Wingman Principle 4

- At Work and Home

49 1.48

36 You are allowed to burn information to a CD to transfer 

information from a USAF computer to your home computer

8 - Wingman Principle 4

- At Work and Home

58 1.76

25 Your gender is considered Personally Identifiable Information 

(PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Info

106 3.21

26 Your military rank is considered Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Info

125 3.79

27 Your job description is considered Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Info

139 4.21

28 Your cellular phone number  is considered Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) and should be protected

9 - Wingman Principle 5 & 6

 - Personally Identifible Info

138 4.18

31 On a USAF network, it is acceptable to open an attachment from 

someone you do not know as long as you run it through a virus 

scanner prior to opening it 

10 - Wingman Principle 7 61 1.85

34 You should never click on a link in an e-mail unless the e-mail is 

digitally signed or you can directly verify the source

10 - Wingman Principle 7 146 4.42

33 It is acceptable to download games listed on a USAF network as 

long as they are on the USAF ‘Approved Gaming’ list

11 - Wingman Principle 8 90 2.73

37 You are allowed to use Social Media, such as Facebook or 

Twitter, on a USAF network

11 - Wingman Principle 8 114 3.45

30 If you see classified information on a public website, it is 

acceptable to download it because once information is posted on 

a public site it is no longer classified

12 - Wingman Principle 9 63 1.91

32 You can install free Department of Defense anti-virus software on 

your home computer

13 - Wingman Principle 10 112 3.39
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Appendix F – Likert Responses Per Rating 

 

Question

Number

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither 

Agree or 

Disagree

Agree Strongly 

Agree

1 3 4 13 8 3

2 1 3 10 14 5

3 0 1 2 7 23

4 0 0 3 3 27
5 0 0 2 4 27

6 1 0 3 7 22

16 0 2 10 8 13

18 1 2 12 10 8

22 1 0 6 11 15

23 0 0 1 7 25

24 0 2 4 16 11

7 1 0 8 9 15

8 0 0 0 12 21
9 1 1 1 15 15

10 7 4 14 6 2

11 7 6 12 6 2
17 0 0 4 9 20

19 0 0 1 11 21

20 0 1 4 7 21
21 0 0 1 9 23

12 1 2 5 8 17
13 2 2 16 7 6

14 1 0 6 10 16

15 2 1 3 6 21
29 2 0 1 6 24

35 23 6 3 0 1

36 18 7 6 2 0
25 5 5 8 8 7

26 2 5 2 13 11

27 1 2 1 14 15

28 1 2 4 9 17

31 20 4 5 2 2

34 1 1 2 8 21
33 7 2 18 5 1
37 3 1 13 10 6

30 18 7 4 1 3

32 5 2 11 5 10  
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